Interactive Great Barrier Reef Talk

REEF TEACH is an independently run Great Barrier Reef (GBR) research and education
organisation. Reef Teach’s core goal is to increase everyone’s understand of the GBR. It is a welldocumented fact that understanding is the strongest and longest lasting tool we have to generate
positive call to action for our natural world.
The two hour presentation is aimed at all interested or just curious about the GBR whether school
or university students or all other members of the public. This talk is specifically designed, through
decades of experience, to give visitor the key knowledge to understand more, see more, and thus
dramatically enhance their GBR experience. It is through this enhanced experience that visitors
will see how special the GBR is and so, in their own personal way, look after it. We look after
things we like – it is as simple as that.
The Reef Teach team are highly qualified marine biologists, not “marine naturalists” (all have post
graduate degrees) that have a combine 50 years of experience in the marine biology field.
The presentation is delivered by our marine biologist using a large screen with hundreds of highquality images, video clips and real specimens. The biologist introduces the audience to a wide
range of marine critters they have a good chance of seeing (no sighting is guaranteed). But where
the talk truly highlights how special the GBR is, is through us sharing parts of the creature’s
background stories. This often leaves the audience in disbelief – the reef is a truly magical and
strange place. Through this information, the audience will also be given help hints on how to get
the most out of their experience. We also believe it is critical to discuss the conservation issues
facing the GBR and certain key species, however this is not the core topic, we include this to serve
as a reminder of what this one-of-a kind ecosystem is facing.
What we strongly encourage is questions. We have set information we know will enhance a reef
experience, but we love questions. This way, the talk is interactive and increases the level of
understanding. Please note that with online talks we find it works best to have questions at the
end, but if you come for a private in person presentation feel free to ask questions at any time
during the talk. Additionally, we use a good dose of humour and storytelling (not lecturing) to make
your time with us enjoyable (see Trip Advisor and Facebook reviews).
We are open again after the COVID-19 shutdowns. We are excepting group booking for private
talks. We are also able to deliver a 1 hour talk online via Zoom platform. Please enquire about
availability and pricing.
One can also feel encouraged that by signing up for this presentation, you are directly contributing
to GBR research and education, as proportions of the entrance fee go directly to funding our
research projects.
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Interactive Great Barrier Reef Talk

We are a certified COIVD-safe business

TESTIMONIALS
Rated 5 stars on Trip Advisor and Facebook.
Here are some of our latest Trip Advisor review titles. For latest reviews please feel free to visit our
Trip Advisor page.
“Amazing stories about reef!”
“Knowledge and passion for the reef”
Reef Teach has achieved Trip Advisor’s Certificate of Excellence and Hall of Fame for the last 6
years (2014, 2015 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019)

To Book Call: Gareth
T: 4031 7794 or E: learn@reefteach.com.au
For more information go to our Website: www.reefteach.com.au
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